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Abstract: Melanoma is the leading cause of skin cancer deaths in Canada, with increasing average annual 
percent change in age-standardized incidence rates of 2.0% between 1984 and 2017. Identifying novel or 
corroborating previously known factors associated with early stage at diagnosis could reduce mortality from 
melanoma. This study utilized data from adults initially aged 35–69 years that enrolled in Alberta’s Tomorrow 
Project between 2000 and 2008 who were confirmed to have developed primary cutaneous melanoma. Of the 
62 participants who developed cutaneous melanoma by 2018 with known stage and lifestyle information, 42 
patients were diagnosed at stage I (67.74%), 11 patients were at stage II (17.74%), and 9 patients at stages III 
and IV (14.52%). Individual factors associated with being diagnosed with stage I disease versus higher stages 
based on Fisher’s exact test included being married or common-law (P=0.06), having an annual household 
income between $50,000–100,000 (P=0.01), and spending more than 1 hour in the sun 11 am–4 pm per day 
during the past June through August (P=0.04). In the final multivariable logistic regression model, higher 
annual household incomes were protective against higher stages of melanoma [>$100,000 versus <$50,000: 
odds ratio (OR) =0.069, 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.006–0.733, P=0.02]. When the number of hours 
spent in the sun between 11 am–4 pm per day during the past summer was more than 1 hour, this factor was 
also protective against higher stages of melanoma (1–2 versus <1 hour: OR =0.153, 95% CI: 0.024–0.976, 
P=0.04; and >2 versus <1 hour: OR =0.235, 95% CI: 0.048–1.156, P=0.07). Increasing occupational physical 
activity was the only identified factor associated with a later stage at diagnosis (OR =1.017, 95% CI: 1.003, 
1.031, P=0.02). Establishing epidemiologic risk factors for delayed detection of melanoma may inform 
targeted interventions that can ultimately lead to improved survival.
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Introduction 

Melanoma mainly occurs in the skin (cutaneous melanoma) 
but also occurs in the eyes and intestines and is due to the 
uncontrolled growth of melanocytes (1). Melanoma has the 
highest mortality but lowest incidence of skin cancers in 
Canada compared to basal cell and squamous cell carcinoma (2).  
Incident rates of melanoma continue to increase in Canada. 
The average annual percent change (AAPC) in age-
standardized incidence rates for males was 2.0 [95% 
confidence interval (CI): 1.8, 2.1] between 1984 and 2017 
which was nearly identical for females (AAPC =2.0, 95% 
CI: 1.8, 2.2) between 1994 and 2017 (3). However, people 
diagnosed in stage I have a very favourable prognosis 
compared to those diagnosed at higher stages (4). 

Risk factors associated with melanoma etiology are 
ultraviolet (UV) exposure (UVA and UVB), male sex, older 
age and the presence of melanocytic nevi (5). A recent 
systematic review found the association between UV 
exposure and the development of malignant melanoma is 
less evident in people with darker pigmented skin compared 
to individuals with lighter-pigmented skin (6). However, 
individuals with darker skin pigment are often diagnosed 
at a later stage leading to greater mortality despite the 
relatively lower incidence (6).

The stage of diagnosis of melanoma is a crucial predictor 
of survival and is determined primarily by tumor thickness. 
Other factors involved in stage determination include the 
presence of ulceration, nodal involvement and metastases 
that are associated with later stages (7-9). It is especially 
important to prevent late-stage diagnoses as the 5-year 
relative survival of stages III and IV melanoma is only 50% 
compared to 100% for those diagnosed at stage I (4).

Risk factors associated with later stage at diagnosis of 
melanoma include lower socioeconomic status (SES, measured 
as median income or using a Deprivation Index) (10),  
lower education,  unemployment,  smoking,  being 
unmarried, history of sunburns and the anatomical location 
of the lesion such as the trunk or feet (10-14). Sunburns 
in childhood have been associated with increased risk of 
developing melanoma (15), while no association was found 
between increasing number of sunburns and later stage at 
diagnosis (16). Findings for anatomic locations associated 
with a later diagnosis are inconsistent in the literature (13-
15,17). Other factors associated with later stage at diagnosis 
includes smoking (12), and male sex (11,12,15). Tumour 
thickness has been found to be associated with women 
(thinner tumours, ≤1 mm) (13) and people with obesity 

(increased Breslow tumor thickness) (11). Delay in seeking 
medical attention and diagnostic errors by clinicians are 
other notable factors (14).

Chronic disease and its management has emerged as 
a new epidemiological factor associated with later stage 
melanoma at diagnosis (18). A Spanish study found an 
association between pre-existing type 2 diabetes mellitus 
and melanoma stage at diagnosis regardless of diabetic 
pharmacotherapy management (18), while another study 
reported an association between use of anti-hypertensive 
drugs (diuretics and B-adrenergic blocking agents) and 
increased risk of developing melanoma (19). A Canadian 
study found increased exposure to thiazide diuretics linked 
to a higher risk of skin cancer including melanoma and 
keratinocyte carcinoma in seniors (20).

The epidemiology of cutaneous malignant melanoma 
in Canada is limited but a 2019 multi-center study that 
analyzed n=72,565 cutaneous melanoma cases found 
important trends including a slightly higher incidence rate 
in males versus females, and differences in most common 
anatomical location by sex (head and trunk most common 
in men and lower extremities in women). Important 
limitations of this comprehensive study were the lack of any 
data on disease stage at diagnosis including tumor thickness 
or lifestyle factors (21). Therefore, the objective of this 
current study was to address this gap in stage at diagnosis 
of melanoma by evaluating known and novel lifestyle and 
sociodemographic factors in the Canadian context. 

Methods

Alberta’s Tomorrow Project (ATP) is a prospective cohort 
that recruited adults with no history of cancer (except 
for non-melanoma skin cancer) aged 35–69 years living 
in Alberta, Canada from 2000 to 2015 (22,23). A total 
of 55,000 participants were enrolled and completed 
questionnaires at baseline and approximately every 4 years, 
including a health and lifestyle questionnaire (HLQ), 
Canadian Diet History Questionnaire-I (CDHQ-I) and the 
Past Year Total Physical Activity Questionnaire (PYTPAQ) 
(24-26). Participants also consented to regular linkage of 
questionnaire data to administrative health data, including 
the Alberta Cancer Registry (ACR) for identification of 
incident cancer cases. The participants diagnosed with an 
invasive melanoma were identified from phase I [2000–2008] 
of the ATP cohort as of January 2018. Figure 1 depicts 
how this study data set was obtained from the 3,359 cancer 
incident cases, including the 116 participants diagnosed 
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with a cutaneous melanoma, leaving 62 participants for the 
current analysis. The missing stage information occurred 
during the time period when it was not routinely recorded 
in the ACR and was assumed to be missing at random. 

Stage of melanoma at diagnosis was obtained through 
linkage with ACR and defined based the American 
Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) 7th edition staging 
guidelines. The AJCC 7th edition utilized the Tumor, 
Node and Metastases (TNM) staging system to classify 
melanomas based on pathological and morphological 
features (9,27). Stage I and II tumors typically lack lymph 
nodal involvement, stage III includes tumours of varying 
depths from 1 to >4 mm with lymph nodal involvement and 
stage IV disease involves distant metastases (8,9). Vertical 
depth of invasion remains one of the most important 
prognostic features but does not directly correlate to stage 
of disease (7). 

Lifestyle factors evaluated in this study were based on 
a literature review of significant factors associated with 

melanoma stage, as well as others available in the ATP 
dataset. Factors measured by the HLQ included personal 
and family history of diseases, participation in organized 
cancer screening, smoking history, sun burns and sun 
exposure, body measurements including weight and height, 
and demographic information such as current employment, 
total household income before tax and education. The 
PYTPAQ queried household, occupational and recreational 
activities. Intensities of activity levels are reported as 
metabolic equivalents (METs), where one MET is defined 
as the amount of oxygen consumed while sitting at rest and 
is equal to 3.5 mL O2 per kilogram body weight per minute. 
A MET value of 1.3 is assigned to sitting in an office chair 
while standing is assigned a value of 3.0 or 4.5 depending 
on the nature of the work (28). The CDHQ-I is a past year 
food frequency questionnaire that assesses frequency of 
consumption and portion sizes of more than 100 common 
foods. Descriptions of the previously identified lifestyle 
variables that were available in the ATP data are provided in 

Health and Lifestyle Questionnaire
n=31,211

Canadian Diet History 
Questionnaire

Past Year Total Physical 
Activity Questionnaire

n=26,890 complete for  
follow-up

n=336 refused future 
participation, or loss to follow-up

n=26,554 for administration data 
linkage

n=3,359 cancer incidence

n=2,667 cancer cases

N=692 data not available from HLQ

n=116 melanoma of skin

n=62 complete cases

N=54 cancer stage missing

Alberta Health and 
Wellness (2017)

Alberta Cancer 
Registry (2018)

Alberta’s Tomorrow 
Project enrollment 
(2000–2008)

Figure 1 Study population selection from ATP participants who enrolled from 2000 to 2008 and consented to linkage with the Alberta 
Cancer Registry (linkage carried out January 2018). HLQ, health and lifestyle questionnaire; ATP, Alberta’s Tomorrow Project.
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Table 1 Variable definitions used in this study including revised response coding

Factors Source Question asked Coding

Melanoma skin cancer stage ACR administrative data 
linkage

– I/II/III/IV

Age at baseline enrollment 
(years)

HLQ – Integer value 

Age at cancer diagnosis 
(years)

ACR administrative data 
linkage

– Integer value 

Education HLQ 9 categories Collapsed to high school/college/
university degree

Married or common in-law HLQ 6 categories Collapsed to married or  
common-law or not

Employment HLQ 7 categories Collapsed to working full-time/
part time, or not

Ethnicity HLQ 20 categories Collapsed to white or not

Annual household income HLQ 11 categories Collapsed to <$50,000/ 
$50,000–100,000/>$100,000

Geographic residence Alberta Health 
administrative data linkage

Processed by the ATP Urban/rural

Sunburn in the past year HLQ Q: In the past year, has any part of your 
body been sunburned? (a sunburn is any 
reddening or discomfort of your skin that 
lasts longer than 12 hours after exposure to 
the sun or other ultraviolet sources, such as 
tanning beds or sunlamps)

Yes/no

Untanned skin color of inner 
upper arm

HLQ Q: Would you say that the untanned skin 
color of your inner upper arm is:

Collapsed to light/medium (no 
one with dark skin in this study)

Smoking status HLQ Multiple (>20) questions Derived (by ATP) to current regular 
smoker/occasional smoker/past 
smoker/never smoker

Spend time in the sun 11 
am–4 pm during the past 
June–August (hours)

HLQ Q: During the past year June through August, 
on a typical day outdoors, approximately how 
much time did you spend in the sun between 
11 am and 4 pm? (less than 30 minutes per 
day/30 minutes to <1 hour per day/1–2 hours 
per day/>2 hours per day)

Collapsed to <1, 1–2  
and >2 hours

Total body mass index  HLQ Calculated from the self-reported  
weight and height

Continuous

Total occupational physical 
activity (MET-hours/week)

Past Year Total Physical 
Activity Questionnaire

– Continuous

ACR, Alberta Cancer Registry; HLQ, Health and Lifestyle Questionnaire; ATP, Alberta’s Tomorrow Project; MET, metabolic equivalent.

Table 1 and all of the variables considered in the analyses are 
given in the statistical analysis plan in Appendix 1. 

ATP participants diagnosed at stages II, III & IV were 
combined in the current study due to small numbers 

(11 participants diagnosed in stage II and 9 participants 
in stages III and IV) as well as similar poorer survival 
outcomes (4). Missing values in lifestyle factors from the 
three questionnaires were minimal, but were imputed using 

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/ACE-23-7-Supplementary.pdf
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mean (continuous variables) or reference category (binary 
or categorical variables). Descriptive analyses compared 
lifestyle and other factors between stage groups using 
Fisher’s exact tests or Mood’s test of medians. Logistic 
regression models evaluated individual factors previously 
identified in the literature, one at a time; those with a P<0.1 
were then evaluated in a multivariable logistic regression 
model. Backward elimination removed factors with a P<0.05 
to create a preliminary final model. A conditional variable 
importance measure from a Random Forest model (R 
package: partykit, v1.2-5) was used to identify possible other 
factors that were then forced into the preliminary final 
model and removed if their P value was greater than 0.05. 
The final model was evaluated for influential outliers and 
having a linear functional form (continuous variable). All 
analyses were conducted in SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, 
Cary, NC, USA) and R version 4.2.1 (R Core Team). 

The study was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). Ethics approval 
for this study (HREBA.CC—16-0814) and ATP (HREBA.
CC—17-0461) was granted from the Health Research 
Ethics Board of Alberta—Cancer Committee. Informed 
consent was obtained from all participants involved in the 
study.

Results

Descriptive results are presented in Table 2. Half of the 
participants were female (50.0%), most lived in an urban 
setting (82.3%), were employed full-time or part-time 
(69.4%), had at least some post-secondary education 
(62.9%), were current or past smokers (58.1%) and were 
married or living common-law (83.9%). Most had light 
coloured skin measured in the inner part of the upper arm 
(80.6%), had a sunburn in the previous year (59.7%) and 
spent more than 1 hour in the sun between 11 am–4 pm 
per day during the past June through August (67.7%). The 
median age at diagnosis for males was 64 and for females 58 
with nearly half of participants (48.4%) less than 60 years 
old at the time of diagnosis, family history of melanoma 
was low (8.1%) but higher for any type of cancer (56.5%). 
Factors that reached statistical significance (P<0.05) 
between the early and later stages at diagnosis included 
spending more than 1 hour in the sun 11 am–4 pm each day 
during the past June through August (P=0.04) and annual 
household income (P=0.01) with being married or common 
law close to this cutoff (P=0.06).

The univariate logistic regression model identified 11 

factors while the Random Forest identified ten of these 
factors. The small number of participants with a family 
history of melanoma meant it was neither a useful nor 
statistically significant predictor variable (P=0.97) and 
was not forced into the final model. Following backward 
elimination, three variables remained. In the final 
multivariable logistic regression model for stage I versus 
higher stages at diagnosis, a protective effect for individuals 
with the highest annual household income (>$100,000) 
compared to the lowest tier [<$50,000; odds ratio (OR) 
=0.069, 95% CI: 0.006, 0.733, P=0.02] was found (Table 3). 
There was also a protective effect associated with longer 
outdoor summer exposure during the hours 11 am to 4 pm,  
with an OR =0.153 (95% CI: 0.024, 0.976, P=0.04) for 
1–2 versus <1 hour. Increasing occupational MET-hours, 
defined as MET-hours acquired in an occupational activity 
in hours/week, was found to be associated with an increased 
risk of later stage at melanoma diagnosis (OR =1.017, 95% 
CI: 1.003, 1.031, P=0.02). 

Discussion

The protective effect of higher SES associated with stage 
I at diagnosis is consistent with previously published 
literature and thought to be associated with greater access 
to health care. The protective effect of longer outdoor 
time spent in the sun during the summer months could 
be due to multiple factors: people could be more likely to 
use sun protection than during other times of the day or 
check their skin more often leading to early detection (29) 
or being more physically active, which is a healthy lifestyle 
surrogate (30). However, no association between increasing 
time for outdoor recreational activity and tumor depth was 
found by a German retrospective cohort of n=233 primary 
cutaneous melanoma cases (16). Thus, the association 
between outdoor recreational activity and stage of diagnosis 
of melanoma remains unclear.

Increasing occupational MET-hours was associated with 
a later stage at diagnosis. A Western Canada case-control 
study of n=595 melanoma cases found an association 
between increasing occupational physical activity and risk 
of developing cutaneous melanoma but only among those 
with the highest levels of occupational physical activity (31). 
This was a weak statistically significant association without 
a clear dose-response relationship, even when adjusting for 
sunlight exposure at work (31). A challenge when evaluating 
occupational physical activity and risk of developing or 
stage at diagnosis of melanoma is the lack of corresponding 
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Table 2 Description of the study population by cancer diagnosis stage (n=62)

Factors Stage I (n=42)
Stages II + III + IV 

(n=20)
Total (n=62)

P value (stage I vs. 
stages II + III + IV)

Gender >0.99

Male 21 (50.0) 10 (50.0) 31 (50.0)

Female 21 (50.0) 10 (50.0) 31 (50.0)

Married or common in-law 0.06

Yes 38 (90.5) 14 (70.0) 52 (83.9)

No – – 10 (16.1)

Age at baseline (years) 0.14

<60 33 (78.6) 12 (60.0) 45 (72.6)

≥60 9 (21.4) 8 (40.0) 17 (27.4)

Age at diagnosis (years) 0.79

<60 21 (50.0) 9 (45.0) 30 (48.4)

≥60 21 (50.0) 11 (55.0) 32 (51.6)

Education 0.78

≤ High school 15 (35.7) 8 (40.0) 23 (37.1)

Some or completed post-secondary 27 (64.3) 12 (60.0) 39 (62.9)

Employment 0.76

Yes 30 (71.4) 13 (65.0) 43 (69.4)

No 12 (28.6) 7 (35.0) 19 (30.6)

Annual household income 0.01*

<$50,000 8 (19.0) 10 (50.0) 18 (29.0)

$50,000–$100,000 20 (47.6) 9 (45.0) 29 (46.8)

>$100,000 – – 15 (24.2)

Geographic residence 0.73

Urban 35 (83.3) 16 (80.0) 51 (82.3)

Rural – – 11 (17.7)

Sunburn in the past year 0.10

Yes 22 (52.4) 15 (75.0) 37 (59.7)

No or missing – – 25 (40.3)

Untanned skin color of inner upper arm 0.30

Light 32 (76.2) 18 (90.0) 50 (80.6)

Medium (no dark) – – 12 (19.4)

Number of hours spent in the sun 11 am–4 pm per day during the past June through August 0.04*

<1 hour 10 (23.8) 10 (50.0) 20 (32.3)

1–2 hours 15 (35.7) 2 (10.0) 17 (27.4)

>2 hours 17 (40.5) 8 (40.0) 25 (40.3)

Table 2 (continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Factors Stage I (n=42)
Stages II + III + IV 

(n=20)
Total (n=62)

P value (stage I vs. 
stages II + III + IV)

Smoking status 0.78

Current or past smoker 25 (59.5) 11 (55.0) 36 (58.1)

Never smoked 17 (40.5) 9 (45.0) 26 (41.9)

Age at enrollment (years) 52.0 (46.0, 58.8) 57.5 (44.3, 63.3) 52.5 (45.3, 62.0) 0.09

Age at diagnosis (years) 59.5 (52.3, 68.8) 63.0 (51.0, 69.0) 60.0 (51.3, 68.8) 0.54

Body mass index (kg/m2) 27.3 (24.9, 30.3) 29.9 (25.0, 35.0) 27.7 (24.9, 31.2) 0.31

Occupational METs 68.0 (16.7, 90.2) 82.4 (44.6, 138.7) 74.6 (32.0, 96.4) 0.29

Data are presented as n (%) or median (Q1, Q3). One MET =3.5 mL O2 per kilogram body weight per minute. *, statistical significance 
at P<0.05 based on Fisher’s exact test or Mood’s test of medians. “–” indicates cell counts suppressed. Q1, 25th percentile; Q3, 75th 
percentile; METs, metabolic equivalents.

Table 3 Predictors of cancer diagnosis at early (stage I) versus later stages from the logistic regression model

Factors OR (95% Wald CI) P value

Annual household income

>$100,000 versus <$50,000 0.069 (0.006–0.733) 0.02

$50,000–$100,000 versus <$50,000 0.360 (0.090–1.448) 0.15

Number of hours spent in the sun 11 am–4 pm per day during the past June through August

1–2 versus <1 hour 0.153 (0.024–0.976) 0.04

>2 versus <1 hour 0.235 (0.048–1.156) 0.07

Past year occupational activity (MET-hours/week) 1.017 (1.003–1.031) 0.02

One MET =3.5 mL O2 per kilogram body weight per minute. OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; MET, metabolic equivalent.

information on UV radiation exposure, other physical 
activity domains and other occupational exposures (32). 
The findings of the case-control study and the current study 
highlights the need for further research that will discern the 
role of occupational physical activity and melanoma.

Our study did not yield an association between stage 
of melanoma diagnosis and physical activity (outside of 
occupational MET-hours) which is consistent with other 
studies. A Norwegian study of 1,444 women aged 30–75 years  
with primary invasive melanoma also did not identify a link 
between the two variables (33). Our study also did not find 
an association between sunburns and stage at melanoma 
diagnosis, perhaps due to the relatively small sample size 
and lack of information on burn severity and body surface 
distribution. Lastly, the lack of association observed with 
chronic disease in this cohort could be due to the fact that 
most participants were relatively healthy at recruitment and 

did not have chronic disease at the time of completing the 
questionnaires. 

A major limitation of this study is the small number of 
participants that would limit statistical power to identify 
associations. In addition, most of the participants had light 
coloured skin, and only 12 had medium coloured skin, 
limiting the ability to analyze by skin colour or detect an 
association with disease stage. We also did not have data 
on the ulcerative and mitotic information or anatomical 
site of the melanoma, although no known association with 
anatomical site and later stage at diagnosis has been found. 
Lastly, information on tanning bed use was also not available 
which contributes to melanoma risk but its association with 
stage at diagnosis is unknown. 

This is one of the first Canadian prospective cohort 
studies to examine the epidemiologic factors associated 
with stage at diagnosis of melanoma—the 7th and 8th 
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most common cancers in Canadian females and males, 
respectively (3). Individuals with lighter-pigmented skin 
continue to experience the greatest increases in incidence, 
highlighting the continued relevance of this study 
population which was predominantly Caucasian (34). This 
study directly builds on the two most recent Canadian 
epidemiological studies of melanoma. The study by 
Ghazawi et al. illustrated important trends in the incidence 
of the disease across the country, including geographical 
and sex-specific mortality outcomes (21). However, it 
did not have any data on disease stage or tumor depth at 
diagnosis, which is a hallmark of this study. The second 
study by this group shared these same data limitations but 
did identify geographic regions in Canada based on postal 
codes with higher incidence rates, including two locations 
in Alberta (35). Another important strength of this study is 
that it investigated the association between lifestyle factors 
known to be associated with melanoma such as smoking and 
rural versus urban living, and novel factors that have emerged 
recently such as chronic disease. All data collection for 
ATP was completed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
therefore there are no issues with the tracking of the lifestyle 
factors during the data recruitment phase of the study 

Conclusions 

This study provided a comprehensive snapshot of the 
epidemiology of melanoma using high-quality data from 
a large cohort. Identifying factors associated with early 
stage at diagnosis is especially important for melanoma, 
given the significant decrease in survival outcomes for 
those diagnosed in stage II or higher and the increasing 
incidence rates. Lifestyle factors are especially important to 
identify given that many of them are modifiable and allow 
for cancer prevention. Future research that can incorporate 
lifestyle factors, as well as sun exposure behaviours over the 
life course will be able to further understand their role in 
diagnosing melanoma at an early stage. 
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Supplementary

Appendix 1

The melanoma skin cancer staging analysis plan

Step 1: analytic dataset preparation
(I) Prepare the primary analytic dataset by merging three data sources: Alberta Tomorrow Project Health and Lifestyle 

Questionnaire (HLQ), Canada Diet History Questionnaire-I (CDHQ-I), Past Year Total Physical Activity Questionnaire 
(PYTPAQ).

(II) Link the above merged data to Alberta Provincial Administration Cancer data and retain the data that contains the records 
from both sources.

(III) Restrict the data to melanoma skin cancer site and those with exact cancer stage information.
(IV) Check the variable distributions. Exclude the variables that have large percentage of missing, also impute the missing value of 

continuous variables through mean value imputation and collapse the missing category to the reference category level for the 
categorical variables.

Step 2: model building process
(I) Perform the descriptive statistics against the different cancer stage levels, using Mood’s test of medians for continuous factors, 

and Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test for the categorical factors.
(II) Conduct bivariable covariate screening to select the candidate covariate list of the model building with the significance level of 

P=0.10.
(III) Build the final model through backward variable elimination process with the significance level of P=0.05.
(IV) Recheck the final model by adding any other covariates suggested by the literature and the Random Forest model through a 

R package: partykit (v1.2-5).

Step 3: model checking
(I) Check if any significant interaction term exists by adding the interaction term of two potential factors with the criteria of the 

significance level of P=0.05.
(II) Test the validity of the linear relationship functional term.
(III) Perform the regression diagnostics and check for the influential outliers through the residual plot and the DFBETAS statistic 

for each case.
(IV) Re-visit the goodness-of-fit model overall fitting.

List of variables considered
(I) Based on literature search with corresponding variable available from Alberta’s Tomorrow Project database: education level, 

socioeconomic status (total family income), employment, age, obesity, family history of melanoma, smoking status, sunburn 
history, marital status, gender, race, urban vs. rural place of residence, physical activity including occupational physical activity 
and time spent outdoors for recreational activities.

(II) Based on additional lifestyle variables available from Alberta’s Tomorrow Project database (https://myatpresearch.ca/data-
dictionaries/): health-related (e.g., self-rated health, family history of melanoma skin cancer and any cancer), psychosocial 
factors (e.g., stress, social support), and health practices (e.g., cancer screening participation, physical activity in recreational, 
occupational, and household domains), dietary intake (e.g., specific foods such as fruit and vegetable consumption and 
nutrients), body measurements (e.g., waist and hip circumference) 


